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ABSTRACT

Driving simulator is a virtual reality tool that emulates actual driving
environment. In a virtual world, feedback between the user and the application is
a very critical aspect to be considered. Fundamentally, the drop of frame rates that
influences feedback can cause control delay and disruption of user interactivity. To
maintain human and computer interactivity, the best possible quality of rendering
graphics would have to be within 60 frames per second. To achieve this quality,
good selection of Visibility Culling (VC) algorithms are needed one of which is the
Online Occlusion Culling (OOC) algorithm. The OOC requires no pre-processing
and is suitable for dynamic scenes. The characteristic of the 3D dynamic scene is
one of the main factors to efficiently integrate OOC into an existing driving simulator
system. Hence, this research proposed an adaptive algorithm for Coherent Hierarchical
Culling (CHC) algorithm derived from OOC to manage complex and dynamic objects
in a dynamic driving simulation scene. The CHC requires a two-level process: pre-
processing and online processing which are implemented to manage the occlusion
queries. The proposed adaptive algorithm aims at improving CHC efficiency by
manipulating two parameters which are the car movement speed and the visibility
threshold. An experiment was conducted using car driving simulator engine tested
on winding and hilly road, and an open straight road. The experiment showed that
the speed of the car influenced the number of objects to be culled based on distance
whereas the varying visibility thresholds reduced the popping artifacts problem of
higher visibility threshold. Concurrently, both of them were able to reduce number
of insignificant objects to be rendered. The results of the research showed that this
adaptive algorithm improved the CHC rendering performance and maintained visual
quality. This research has proven that the adaptive algorithm really improved upon the
CHC for real-time simulator applications.
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ABSTRAK

Simulator pemanduan merupakan satu alat realiti maya yang menggambarkan
suasana pemanduan yang sebenar. Dalam dunia alam maya, tindakbalas antara
pemandu dan aplikasi adalah aspek yang paling kritikal untuk diambil kira. Pada
asasnya, penurunan bilangan kerangka per saat mempengaruhi maklumbalas yang
menyebabkan kelewatan kawalan dan mengganggu interaktiviti pengguna. Kualiti
paparan grafik yang terbaik memerlukan sekitar 60 kerangka per saat untuk
mengekalkan interaktiviti antara manusia dan komputer. Untuk mencapai kualiti
ini, pilihan yang baik pada algoritma Pemilihan Kebolehanlihatan (VC) diperlukan,
dimana salah satunya ialah algoritma Pemilihan Terlindung Segera (OOC). OOC
ini tidak memerlukan pra-pemprosesan dan ia sesuai untuk persekitaran yang
dinamik. Kriteria yang ada dalam persekitaran 3D menjadi faktor penting dalam
mengintegrasikan OOC secara efisien dengan sistem simulator pemanduan yang sedia
ada. Justeru, penyelidikan ini mencadangkan satu algoritma penyesuaian untuk
algoritma Pemilihan Koheren Berhierarki (CHC) dibawah OOC bagi mengurus objek-
objek yang kompleks dan dinamik dalam persekitaran simulator pemanduan. CHC
memerlukan dua pemprosesan untuk menguruskan pertanyaan terlindung iaitu pra-
pemprosesan dan pemprosesan segera. Algoritma penyesuaian yang dicadangkan
bertujuan untuk meningkatkan keberkesanan CHC dengan memanipulasikan dua
parameter iaitu kelajuan kereta dan nilai ambang kebolehlihatan. Proses pengujian
dilaksanakan menggunakan enjin simulator pemanduan pada jalan selekoh berbukit
dan jalan besar yang lurus. Hasil ujian menunjukkan bahawa kelajuan kereta
mempengaruhi jumlah objek yang akan dibuang berdasarkan jarak manakala nilai
ambang kebolehlihatan yang berbeza-beza dapat mengurangkan masalah artifak
pemunculan oleh nilai ambang yang tinggi. Pada masa yang sama kedua-duanya
dapat mengurangkan jumlah penjanaan objek yang tidak penting. Hasil penyelidikan
menunjukkan algoritma penyesuaian ini dapat meningkatkan prestasi CHC dan
mengekalkan kualiti penjanaan. Kajian ini membuktikan algoritma penyesuaian telah
menambah baik CHC untuk aplikasi masa nyata bagi simulator.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

Rendering physically correct images with rich visual effect is one of driving
forces to the advancement of computer graphics (Scherzer et al., 2010). The evolution
of real time graphics with better graphics hardware, more detailed models and better
techniques gives challenge to researcher and developer to more and more sophisticated
algorithm (Mattausch, 2010). Computer graphics refer to a field of computer science
where computation techniques are applied for digitally synthesizing and manipulating
visual content. Contribution from this area has been made impact to many different
type of media such as animation, movies and video game industry. Many researchers
have been done in applying computer graphics in simulation and animation for
scientific visualization and entertainment. One major problem faced by practitioners is
battle with the trade-off between complexity and performance (Luebke et al., 2002).

Both scene complexity and rendering performance are played importance roles
in interactive computer graphics (Luebke et al., 2002). Scene complexity refers to
the number of primitives (pixels, edges or vertices) which are in view depending on
the viewer position and orientation (Gilbert, 1994). Complexity of a virtual scene
can influence the rendering performance if the scene is too complex because it is not
interactively rendered and frame rate drop (Luebke et al., 2002). The performance of
rendering refer to the number of frames rendered in one second also known as frame
rates. Low frame rates can cause the system more real-time rendering rather than
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interactive. Interactivity in real-time rendering refer to suitable frame rate that require
for an application. 60 frame per second (fps) is considered enough frame rate for
human observer (Mattausch, 2010; Moller et al., 2008) because currently most LCD
monitors and TVs can refresh at least at 60Hz. In one frame, calculation performed
involve not only rendering algorithms but also other calculations in application such
as input processing, sound rendering and artificial intelligences. All these shared
calculations must perform within this time budget while maintain between interactive
application and realism of the virtual scene especially in single frame (Scherzer et al.,
2011).

Driving simulator is one example of real-time rendering application which
is useful in providing a synthetic experience and interaction for it′s user in real-
time (Whyte, 2002). Driving simulator consists of computer hardware, software,
the input and output devices, the data and the users that support the usage of an
interactive, spatial and real-time medium (Burns and Wellings, 1997). The main issue
in driving simulator system is to develop a system that able to maintain interactive
frame rate and fidelity like a real world (Whyte, 2002). Managing the scene complexity
while maintaining interactive frame rates of driving simulator system needs the
implementation of visibility algorithm (Cohen-Or et al., 2003).

Visibility algorithm is one of the most important component in real-time
rendering system architecture (Bittner et al., 1998; Bittner and Wonka, 2003; Cohen-
Or et al., 2003; Coorg and Teller, 1996; Lengyel, 2003; Mattausch, 2010). Since
the beginning of computer graphics, visibility algorithm is a fundamental and
crucial problem that attract researcher and developer to provide solution (Bittner
and Wonka, 2003; Cohen-Or et al., 2003; Mattausch, 2010). There are various
kind of visibility algorithms for several visibility problems domain one of them is
visibility culling (Bittner and Wonka, 2003). The goal of visibility culling is to reduce
computational cost of rendering by limit the portion of complex scene to visible
part. Visibility culling play roles by allowing the real-time rendering application to
achieve output-sensitive where the render time depends only on the complexity of the
actual output, not the scene complexity. It means that any objects that do not make
contribution to final image will be removed from calculation.
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Occlusion culling is one of the visibility culling technique that still have a
room for improvement for research (Staffans, 2006). Occlusion culling can be divided
into visibility preprocessing and online occlusion culling (Mattausch, 2010). The
introduction of occlusion queries in graphic hardware encouraged research direction to
use online occlusion culling. This online occlusion culling called hardware occlusion
queries that requires no pre-processing, easy and simple to implement and can
handle dynamic scene (Mattausch, 2010). However, only when the introduction of
Temporal Coherence (TC) concept in managing hardware occlusion queries has made
this technique practicable used in complex virtual system. Introduction of coherent
hierarchical culling (CHC) algorithm by Bittner et al. (2004) exploits the temporal
coherence (TC) concept to avoid CPU stall and GPU starvation in performing hardware
occlusion queries. CHC algorithm is suitable to be implemented in arbitrary and
dynamic scenes (Bittner et al., 2004; Mattausch, 2010; Scherzer et al., 2011). Thus
the driving simulator is suitable as a platform to implement this algorithm which can
provide dynamic scenes. A research need to be done to make sure after CHC technique
is implemented in the driving simulator system maintains as a real-time rendering
application with interactive frame rates and realism of it′s environment .

1.2 Problem Background

Visibility algorithms in computer graphics started with the introduction of
visibility line and surfaces method in a synthesized images of a 3D scene (Bittner
and Wonka, 2003; Cohen-Or et al., 2003). Roberts (1963) claimed himself as the
first person introduced solution to determine hidden line segments. Many different
types of visibility algorithms emerged together with the development of computer
graphics. Based on survey done by Bittner and Wonka (2003), visibility algorithms
classified within several problem domains. This research focuses on domain called
visibility culling. Visibility culling started with introduction of two algorithms: back-
face culling and view frustum culling (Foley et al., 1990).

Most research in visibility culling later focus on occlusion culling algorithm
because the complexity of the algorithm involved interrelationship between
polygons (Cohen-Or et al., 2003). A survey on occlusion culling trends and recent
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developments is done by Cohen-Or et al. (2003) provided researcher a taxonomy on
visibility culling. Bittner and Wonka (2003) later provided a better survey on visibility
culling where two problems domains are involved in most visibility culling. There are
visibility from point and visibility from a region (Bittner and Wonka, 2003; Mattausch,
2010). The visibility from a region worked corresponds to preprocessed visibility is
applied offline in preprocessing stage and potential visibility set (PVS) is computed
(Aila and Miettinen, 2004; Cohen-Or et al., 1998; Durand et al., 2000; Koltun et al.,
2000; Lloyd and Egbert, 2002; Schaufler et al., 2000; Teller, 1992; Wonka et al., 2000).
The visibility from point corresponds to online culling is applied online that requires
no preprocessing for each particular viewpoint and work also for arbitrary environment
(Bittner et al., 1998; Greene et al., 1993; Hudson et al., 1997; Klosowski and Silva,
2001; Wonka and Schmalstieg, 1999; Zhang et al., 1997). Most online occlusion
culling algorithms are image based where any objects draw to screen depend on its
contribution to the current frame.

The evolution of occlusion culling has seen on those who preform large
amount of preprocessing and those who perform occlusion culling online with less
dependable to preprocessing (Staffans, 2006). Visibility preprocessing provides simple
and powerful solution for certain type of scenarios such as indoor and city scenes
which contain static objects. In environment such as outdoor or dynamic scenes and
complex scenarios like massive foliage scenes, the visibility preprocessing is suffered
from visibility errors and no specific solution available that provide satisfactory result
in term of robustness and speed (Mattausch, 2010). Theoretically, online occlusion
culling attracted by developer because it can handle dynamic scenes. Mostly online
occlusion culling are notorious hardware unfriendly and rarely used in existing game
designs (Staffans, 2006).

Hierarchical Z-buffer (HZB) and Hierarchical Occlusion Maps (HOM) is
early online occlusion culling conceptually introduced by researchers that big influence
on occlusion culling research (Moller et al., 2008). The HZB is worked by Greene
et al. (1993) using two hierarchical data structure and temporal coherence, octree for
object space and z-pyramid for image space. HZB is suitable to be implemented in
dynamic environment but current hardware does not support enough for reading of Z-
buffer and updating of the Z-pyramid in real-time. Zhang et al. (1997) introduced
HOM, in this algorithm the scene is subdivided using bounding volume hierarchy
in preprocessing stage and require preselection of occluders which not suitable to
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be applied in dynamic environment. The differences between HZB and HOM are
division between occluders from occludees and add occlusion tests into depth test and
overlap test. Zhang et al. (1997) utilized hardware texturing to propose HOM. Main
problem with HOM is not updated although an object is rendered and the algorithm
depend on selecting good occluder. Staffans (2006). dPVS is incremental occlusion
map (IOM) the provide solution to improve HOM by extracting the silhouettes of the
occluders already in objects space. The disadvantage of dPVS is added additional
computation to current algorithm. HOM with software renderer improved the original
and incremental HOM but occluder selection is still needed and in some cases the
virtual occlusion environment usually do by hand. Wonka and Schmalstieg (1999)
use occluder shadows for urban environments to perform occlusion culling.

OpenGL extension for occlusion queries firstly proposed by Bartz et al. (1999)
before it was realized in graphic hardware. The first OpenGL extension for occlusion
queries developed by Hewlett-Packard is HP occlusion test and initially implemented
in VISUALIZE fx graphics hardware (Scott et al., 1998). Two major limitation
in HP occlusion , the queried return only a binary visibility classification value to
indicate the visibility of geometry and only on queries is allowed at a time. Later,
NVIDIA company introduced their extension called NV occlusion query and then is
available as OpenGL standard extension known as ARB extension to be used in multi
platform. The NV query solved the main problem of HP test by allowing multiple
queries to be issued before asking their result and return number of visible pixel to
know how much of the queried geometry′s visibility.

Introduction of hardware occlusion queries received attention among
researchers and developers. Many algorithms started to use hardware occlusion
because of its simplicity. Klosowski and Silva (2001) used hardware occlusion
queries integrated with conservative visibility culling technique based on the
Prioritized-Layered Projection using HP occlusion test extension with two-pass
approach. Hillesland et al. (2002) used NV occlusion query in their framework can
be called hierarchical stop and wait method. Problem with hierarchical stop and
wait method lead to decrease the overall application performance cause by CPU stall
and GPU starvation and overhead of occlusion queries (Wimmer and Bittner, 2005).
Hardware occlusion queries then start to exploit TC concept to reduce number of
queries in OpenSG framework in serial fashion (Staneker et al., 2004). Implementation
of TC in hardware occlusion queries later was improved by (Bittner et al., 2004;
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Wimmer and Bittner, 2005). The algorithm is called CHC. CHC is an algorithm set
as benchmark among researcher in hardware occlusion queries problem because the
algorithm is started feasible to be used in real-time rendering. Guthe et al. (2006)
recognized problems in CHC and successfully introduced a technique called Near
Optimal Hierarchical Culling (NOHC). NOHC help to reduce the number of queries
based on an intelligent numerical model of occlusion and a hardware calibration (Guthe
et al., 2006). Other researcher introduced asynchronous occlusion queries with
introduction of new concept called occupancy proportion to alleviate latency (Li et al.,
2008). Object occupancy proportion refers to the tightness of bounding box. Newest
research that improved on CHC algorithm is Coherent Hierachical Culling Revisited
(CHC++) by Bittner et al. (2009); Mattausch et al. (2008). CHC++ improves prior
technique efficiently by using of temporal coherent and spatial coherence of visibility.
Also, adaptive visibility prediction and query batching were introduced in CHC++
algorithm to improve previous algorithms. Another disadvantage of online occlusion
culling is that it is rarely used in real engine or games. One of latest games use
hardware occlusion culling in their engine is Alan Wake (Silvennoinen et al., 2011).
In this game, online occlusion culling involves combination between CHC and NOHC.

The potential used of online occlusion culling can be widespread in many type
of virtual reality application such as driving simulator. Driving simulator environment
provide a dynamic scenes where in this environment will contains moving and static
objects. Based on findings, several real-time rendering techniques were implemented
in car simulation. Occlusion horizon introduced for driving in urban scenery, in the
algorithm built in two and half dimension combined with level of detail (Downs
et al., 2001). In this algorithm, only applied to static object in the environment such
as building. Grundhfer et al. (2005) implemented level of detail based on occlusion
culling for dynamic scene of driving environment. The research only focus on efficient
level of detail technique for interactive scenes with arbitrary cars. Hardware occlusion
queries were implemented in this algorithm to perform occlusion culling without
considering the drawbacks of the queries. Based on previous research, hardware
occlusion queries rarely used to handle dynamic scene such as driving environment
in effectively. Implementation of hardware occlusion queries in real-time rendering
must consider characteristic of the scene, the driving simulator is suitable application
to implement the hardware occlusion queries.
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1.3 Problem Statement

In real-time rendering, at least four goals to be achieved (Moller et al., 2008).
The goals are more frame rates, higher resolution and sampling rates, more realistic
materials and lighting and increased complexity. 60-85 fps is a speed considered as
enough frame rate (Moller et al., 2008). Fast frame rate able to reduce the latency
when interact with a scene. High resolution means that capability of display for
example LCD TV with 1360×768 pixels can have the same achievement by graphic
program in full HD TV with resolution of 1920×1080 pixels. Next, more realistic
material and lighting can be achieved which means that it takes more computing
power to produce the interplay of light and surface. Lastly, the complexity of virtual
environment does not have limit as long as the capability of hardware is able to
manage that complexity. There is no limit to decide the end of complexity. In hope
to produce more realistic real-world representation, three dimensional (3D) objects
are transformed into models having the illusion of depth for display onto a two-
dimensional computer screen. This is accomplished by using a number of polygons
to represent a three-dimensional object. The more detail and large for a 3D object, the
more computation cost is needed to be rendered by one application.

Online and offline visibility culling have clear advantages and disadvan-
tages (Bittner et al., 2004; Bittner and Wonka, 2003). Based work done by Bittner
et al. (2004), offline occlusion culling suffers from four major problems. The online
solution will to help solve the problem but with additional computations for each
frame. He added that to make this extra computation efficient depending on the number
of assumption about the scene structure and it′s characteristics. Emergence of hardware
occlusion queries faces two main problems related to naive usage of it. Overhead
caused by number of issued queries and delay due to latency of the query result caused
rarely used in commercial games engines(Malhotra, 2002). According to Gomez et al.

(2011), online occlusion culling faces three problems; too slow due to latency of query
result, too conservative meaning not enough objects culled and approximate visibility
tend lead to produce popping effects.

Large and complex virtual environment needs better scene management
because bigger scene increase the number of polygon to be rendered. Increased of
polygon number will increase computational cost and will decrease the number of
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fps. Varying complexity of virtual system causes the algorithm to react to achieve
constant frame rates or interactive frame rates. Constant frame rates in highly varying
complexity are achieved by upper bound of the rendering time (Wimmer and Wonka,
2003). In driving simulator, interactive frame rate is very critical to maintain the
interactivity between user and application (Gruening et al., 1998). Complex of a scene
in driving simulator must be managed to maintain constant frame rate to make response
time between user and the application not interrupted and at the same time maintain
the realism of visual information. Realism images of rendering 3D environment
is important to make sure visual information same with the real world and is very
importance for driving scene.

Implementing hierarchical hardware based occlusion query in driving simulator
must follow the scene structure and it′s characteristics. The problem faced by
hierarchical hardware based occlusion query is that there are no automatic parameters
adaptation during walkthrough as the scene requires (Mattausch et al., 2008). The
suitable automatic parameters adaptation are selected to help in maintaining the
computation cost within time budgeted for one frame. An adaptive algorithm will
be introduced by using these suitable parameters in maintaining image realism and
interactivity frame rates.

1.4 Aims

The aims of this research is to introduce an adaptive algorithm for coherent
hierarchical culling algorithm to be implemented in UTM car driving simulator.
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1.5 Objectives

In order to arrive to this goal, there are objectives that need to be achieved,
which are:

(i) To study and integrate Coherent Hierarchical Culling algorithm with existing
driving simulator system.

(ii) To produce an adaptive algorithm for Coherent Hierarchical Culling
algorithm based on speed of car movement and varying visibility thresholds
value.

(iii) To evaluate the proposed adaptive algorithms for Coherent Hierarchical
Culling algorithm for dynamics objects in driving simulator system.

1.6 Research Justification

This research is attempting to improve previous acceleration algorithm to allow
it be used in dynamic scene in real-time rendering system. The natural scene of
driving simulator itself which consists of large scenes and arbitrary objects made it
suitable to implemented with online occlusion culling. Integration of online occlusion
culling to driving simulator system requires proper solution to make sure the rendering
performance and realism of the system are maintained. This integration is trying
prove the improvement on online occlusion culling algorithm must figure out the
suitability of the scene and application before efficiently and useful to be used in real-
time rendering application. The research is aim to integrate online occlusion culling
algorithm to manage dynamic objects in driving simulator system by introducing
an adaptive algorithm. This adaptive algorithm is introduced in this research to
provide solution for hardware based occlusion culling algorithms to maintain quality
of rendering and interactivity of an application by adding new requirements based
on flexibility and scalability of the scene. The research will encourage the usage of
hardware based occlusion culling to be implemented in modern engine.
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1.7 Scope and Research Limitations

The research focuses on managing arbitrary scene in the driving simulator.
Several number of scopes and research limitations need to be considered. The system
will include a non-immersive driving simulator used in this research consist of 1 pc and
1 display. The system manages dynamic and random vehicles during daylight. It does
not include the building, tree, human character and other related objects. The system
only uses car as dynamic and random vehicles that consist of two types of car in large
outdoor scene. Two types of road used in the system as follow; straight road and hilly
and curvy road. 3DS file format is used for the 3D objects. 60 fps is targeted frame
rate or can be called interactive frame rate for the driving simulator application.

1.8 Thesis Organization

This thesis is divided into six chapters. Each chapter has contributed to show
the flow of the research from start till the end. Chapter 1 starts with introduction of the
research, then follows by elaboration of the background of the research and statement
of the research problem that formulate to the idea of the research. The aims, objectives,
scopes and justification for the research are explained in this chapter. Following is a
brief overview of the chapters ahead.

Chapter 2 reviews related works that were previously done by other researcher.
From previous research, the idea of research can be analyzed and strengthen to
make sure this is researchable and contribute to the knowledge. This chapter starts
with introduction to graphic pipeline, hierarchical data structure, visibility culling
techniques and previous close and related research.

Chapter 3 presents the methodology in performing this research. Methodology
is important to make sure all objectives set by the researcher are achieved to fulfill the
aims of the research. Every steps involved in the research is discussed.
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Chapter 4 discusses on the implementation of coherent hierarchical culling
algorithm with proposed adaptive algorithm solution. In this chapter clearer
explanation on how the development of an algorithm is performed. Step by step
process of the proposed with more detail explanation compared to what has been
discussed in Chapter 3.

Chapter 5 is testing of the proposed algorithm and analyse the result based
on comparison with previous implementation and original CHC. In this chapter,
evaluations are based on two characteristics; rendering performance and realism. The
result then discussed before proceeding to the last chapter.

Chapter 6 is the last chapter which summarize all works done in the research
and re-stating the contributions that have been made through the research. This
chapter provides conclusion on what supposedly the directions for future research to
be referred by other researcher.
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